Mr. Cummins:

Thank you for contacting the Florida Public Service Commission (PSC) about Florida Power & Light Company’s (FPL) rate petition. To give Commissioners and staff an opportunity to review your comments, your correspondence is included in the file for Docket No.160021-EI.

As you know, the PSC customer service hearings in June are scheduled in FPL's service territory for Commissioners to hear directly from customers about the utility’s rate request and service. All customer comments during the hearings and all correspondence will be reviewed and considered when PSC staff prepares its recommendation to the Commissioners on FPL’s proposed rates.

The PSC’s evidentiary hearing on FPL’s rate case will be in Tallahassee. Witnesses from the utility, intervenors, Commission staff, and the Public Counsel, who represents customers, will present testimony and exhibits and be cross-examined by the Commissioners and other parties. Commissioners will examine FPL's need for a rate increase, its existing and proposed rate structure, and its ability to provide safe and reliable service.

Commissioners are charged with making sure that Florida’s utility companies fulfill their service obligation. The PSC will ensure that final customer rates reflect only those costs that are prudent and necessary for FPL to deliver quality electric service to your home or business. Any proposed rate adjustment is requested to begin in January 2017.

If you have additional questions or need further assistance, please call 1-800-342-3552. If you want updated case information, visit the PSC’s website, www.floridapsc.com and click on the Clerk’s Office tab, then hit Dockets and type in case number 160021.

Sincerely,

Bev DeMello
Assistant Director
Office of Consumer Assistance & Outreach
Phone: 850-413-6107
It’s ironic or foretelling that while endeavoring to forward the testimony attachments to my previous email lightning strikes from the approaching storm shut down the power grid to me and 100 FPL neighbors. For several hours we shared utter silence in our home without the customary sounds of air conditioning, refrigeration, and TV. After three hours my wife, Ann, and I manually lifted the garage door and drove nearby to Burger King for hotdogs, French fries, and a cold drinks.

I couldn’t stop thinking of the Ukraine cyber terrorist who plunged 225,000 people into darkness in December 2015 by hacking into their electric power grid. A class action lawsuit against FPL may be our only way to remove smart meters and STOP the threat of hacker terrorism in our FPL power grid.

Please include the attached testimony to both of these messages.

Respectfully,

William A. Cummins, FL PE Retired
Port Orange, Florida
386-383-5198

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: William Cummins <wacumminspub@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Jun 18, 2016 at 2:13 PM
Subject: Smart Meter Grid Terrorism Class Action Lawsuit
To: Maredy Hanford <hanford4schoolboard@gmail.com>, "Susan N. Kopald" <skopald@hvc.rr.com>, Florida Power & Light Company <FPL_Correspondence@fpl.com>, Florida PSC <contact@psc.state.fl.us>
Cc: Jim Judge <jjudge@volusia.org>, Marc Bernier <marc@marcberniershow.com>, Jim Cameron <jim@daytonachamber.com>, Dave Laing <dlaing@blackcrow.fm>, Bill Oreilly <oreilly@foxnews.com>, Glenn Beck <me@glennbeck.com>, Cal Thomas <yourcomments@foxnews.com>, Bob Strauss <bob.strauss@dailynews.com>

Dear Maredy Hanson and Sue Kopald,

In my verbal testimony to FPSC on 6-16-16 I recommended that, “the FPSC deny the FPL rate increase and investigate FPL for “Smart Meter Grid Terrorism.”
The potential for this approach was evident in the December 2015 cyber-attack on Ukraine’s power grid during which sophisticated cyber-attack techniques were used to plunge more than 225,000 people into darkness.

**Why don’t we initiate a class action lawsuit** against FPL to remove this cyber-terror threat by replacing all smart meters with analog meters and rescinding the $13.00 monthly extortion fee being placed upon users for keeping their safe analog meters?

I am copying this message to: FPL and FPSC as well as the Director of Volusia County Emergency Management Division, Jim Judge, who also testified at the FPSC hearing.

Hopefully, Mr. Judge will inform the Volusia County Council and all local City Leaders of this eminent 21st century threat to the health, safety, and welfare of its citizens, and initiate action on our behalf against FPL to immediately replace all smart meters with analog meters.

Also copied are various news media.

Respectfully,

William A. Cummins, FL PE Retired

807 Black Duck Drive

Port Orange, FL 32127

Cell: 386-383-5198

Attach: Referenced first three pages of testimony by William A. Cummins 6-16-16.

Acronyms: FPL > Florida Power and Light

FPSC > Florida Public Service Commission
Verbal Testimony to FPSC June 16, 2016

My verbal testimony today is guided solely by my professional engineering oath to protect the health, safety, and welfare of the public above all else. As servants of the public all members of the FPSC should have taken this oath!

All the dangers I presented to you in 2012 have been validated worldwide. Therefore, I will direct my remarks toward the real culprits behind the smart meter horror in this area.

The only entities who benefit financially from this horror are FPL and the meter venders! FPL is motivated by greed to sell private information and the venders to replace all the meters in the world. They seized upon the desires of world governments to track and control the lives of innocent populations.

Smart meters are part of a worldwide smart grid which CIA Director, Jim Woolsey, called “Stupid” due to security problems. This horror was recently exposed in Seattle, Washington when corporate levels of Utility Companies admitted smart meter technology is being equated with terroristic capabilities.

We don’t need to wait for an EMP to shut down our electric lifeline when hacker terrorists can do it anytime. Without power millions will simply die.

Here’s why smart meters are called “Spy and Fry, Do and Die” meters:

**NOT PRIVATE** > They invade your home with illegal personal surveillance.

**NOT HEALTHY** > Since radiation can produce blood brain barrier leakage, the workers wear protective aprons, long gloves, face shields, and helmets.

**NOT GREEN** > Instead of power costs going down, FPL is now requesting a rate increase. Either obey FPL or pay extortion fees to keep your old meter.

**NOT SAFE** > People will die if hacker terrorists shut down large power grids.

In addition to my printed testimony, please accept these remarks as proof of the horrors of smart meters. I hereby recommend FPSC not only deny the FPL rate increase, but investigate FPL for “Smart Meter Grid Terrorism.”

Respectfully,

_______________________________

William A. Cummins, FL PE Retired
Resident of Port Orange, Florida
Hello,

My name is William A. Cummins, FL PE Retired

For the past 30 years I have lived at 807 Black Duck Drive in Port Orange, Florida, after being invited to Florida from Ohio in 1986 to become Vice President of Russell & Axon, one of the leading environmental engineering companies in Florida.

In 2012, I testified here against the hazards caused by the FPL Smart Meters by calling them “Spy and Fry Meters.” During the last four years the hazards of Smart Meters has increased resulting in the new description of “Spy and Fry, Do and Die Meters.”

When I did not cave-in to FPL demands to change meters, it decided to extort $13.00 each month as a penalty. This is an unjust hardship for me of $156.00 per year.

The 2012 hearings resulted in approval of the new “Smart Meter Grid” by the FPSC. This approval by the FPSC has given FPL, the governments, and all global hackers the power to turn off electricity to any Smart Meter customer at any time, thereby inviting the unimaginable “terror of nationwide power grid failures.”

As evidence of this worsening crisis I have attached documentation entitled: “Utility Smart Meters – A Probable Terrorist Connection Unveiled?” Published on May 29, 2016, Catherine J. Frompovich points out that all “Smart Meter Suppliers” believe their meters will open the public to hackers and terror attacks!

Based upon this revelation of a worsening crisis, I herewith recommend the FPSC deny the FPL rate increase and investigate FPL for “Smart Meter Grid Terrorism!”

Respectfully,

William A. Cummins, FL PE Retired

Attach: As noted herein (Additional copies by request)
Who is William A. Cummins
This document is a part of my testimony to FPSC during its scheduled meeting June 16, 2016 at 6:00 p.m. in the Museum of Arts and Sciences, 352 South Nova Road, Daytona Beach, FL 32114, to take testimony from the public on the quality and adequacy of FPL’s service and other matters related to FPL’s petition for a rate increase.

My testimony is **against** the installation of FPL Utility Smart Meters and its related rate increase which includes the $13.00 monthly extortion fee I must pay for keeping the original electric meter on my residence to protect my personal safety and security.

**Utility Smart Meters**

**A Probable Terrorist Connection Unveiled?**

- **NOT GREEN**
- **NOT HEALTHY**
- **NOT PRIVATE**
- **NOT SAFE**


**TOPICS:** MAY 29, 2016 Catherine Frompovich Smart Meters Surveillance Terrorism